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CMShouse 

Casa modular sustentable. 

Introduction. The issue of social housing in Argentina is not just a contemporary problem. Its origins can be 

trace to the ends of the 19th century. Arriving the 21th century, it has become one of the priorities in state poli-

cies because of the size of the crisis. The city of San Miguel de Tucumán, is the fifth biggest conurbation in the 

country, is no stranger to this reality. According to 2010 census it counts for over 840.000 inhabitants. Many of 

this people live in precarious settlements, some of them consolidated in one of the areas with the biggest envi-

ronmental hazard in the province: the edges of the Salí River.  

The Salí River goes through the metropolitan area from north to south, across the cities of San Miguel de 

Tucumán, Banda del Río Salí y Alderetes. Along this portion of its path there are different kind of industries 

(mainly citrus) most of them in the northern area. The watershed is contaminated and so are the grounds in the 

zone, because of the industrial waste and the lack of a sanitation plan contemplating the filtering of effluents.  

We found no intentions to 

incorporate the river to city´s weft, 

creating an urban waste, were the 

low value of the real-state, contam-

inated soil and flood susceptible 

lands became the place of the set-

tlements. Recently the IPVDU (Pro-

vincial Institute of Housing and Ur-

ban Development) began to urbanize a part of those settlements, an area known as Barrio Costanera. Although 

the IPVDU’s work began in this area, there are many others zones along the river´s edges in an equal or worst 

state of housing, contamination of the ground, water and environment, with a total lack of the basics services. 

One of those areas is the settlement next to the Pacará Pintado dumpster, located on the Circunvalación Avenue 

(a high speed freeway) in the southeast of the city. The place chosen for the proposal. 
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Analyzing the evolution in the last 10 years, the settlement has grown considerably despite the fact of 

being so close to the biggest dumpster in the Argentinian north. In the last decade the volume of solid waste has 

grown 5 times, and starting to invade the riverbed, getting closer to the people, and destroying the habitat of 

plants and animals.  

On the other hand, the identity in the population is 

absent. This settlement is fragmented within itself and with 

the city. Its marginality is primarily physical. The lack of a 

proper way of accessibility and a heart of the place, makes the 

houses to open themselves to the freeway, denying the con-

taminated river and the gigantic pile of trash, which are the 

most present elements in the landscape.  

 

Social aspects. The population confronts multiple issues which derive of a complex situation of poverty.  Situa-

tions of extreme poverty affects approximate an 80% of these cases. The main problems are the work informali-

ty, the drug addiction and the delinquency, most of them affecting the younger generation. They also suffer 

from a lack of basic services which causes different types of diseases. 

The leading demands of the neighbors are: the housing issue, the constant insecurity, the environmental hazard 

and the lack of public services. 

 

Design proposal. Guiding ourselves on the competition bases, the workteam choose for the design to combine 

three kinds of materials: 1. Recycled materials. 2. Sustainable materials 3. Some materials we will need to buy, 

that could not be recycled nor are sustainable.  

1. After analyzing the site, we discover the prominent usage of discard materials and tools, mainly industri-

al things, such as pallets, sheets and lumber. We decide to use these things because they have an identi-

ty among the locals, and they are available in large amounts. Recycled materials, cheap and easy to carry 

and to work with, and also the availability in the site.  The main recycled element we choose is the in-

Pacará Pintado today 
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dustrial pallet (1,00 mts x 1,20 mts). It will be used as modular base and storey, thanks to its resistance 

and multiple constructive possibilities. The tiling above the pallets will be Tectan plaques (recycled 

plaques made from TetraPak cardboard resistant to water) for leveling it, and finally a plastic carpet for 

protection against the humidity and heavy transit. We will also use the Tectan plaques for the vertical 

panels, the enclosure of the house. 

2. The sustainable material we propose is the bamboo cane. In the Where we can now find the dumpster 

Pacará Pintado we recommend a bamboo forest, a park for the neighbors. We have chosen the bamboo, 

known for its excellent structural behavior and constructive simplicity. It has a rapid growth ability and 

amazing variety of uses. And it will work not only as constructive material but a landscape element in 

the neighborhood in the form of mini forests, working as an urban wooded, were anyone can take it for 

their personal usage for the construction of the prototype, the expansion of a prototype, maintenance, 

fabrication of furniture, etc.  

In the CMS House Prototype we plan to use the bamboo cane as a punctual structure, a portico system, 

and in lower section canes as a vertical transparent panels or ceiling. 

3. The non-recycled and non-sustainable materials are the rest of the necessary elements for the house: 

concrete, iron, stone, polystyrene insulation, etc.- 

 

About the Design. The result of the design process is a model with rectangular floor, in which we can 

acknowledge two areas: a sanitary core (containing the kitchen and cleaning area, the bathroom and WC and 

water collection cistern) with the WC located on the outside for hygienic and cultural reasons, and a unique ver-

satile space for all-day activities to take place (dining area, sleeping area and in some cases workshop) and in the 

night, they sleep. This space gives the users the possibility of a complete aperture, transforming the space in a 

gallery. 

The floor is modulated in taking the measures of the pallet used for the flooring, 8 pallets long and 3 pallets 

width, with a covered surface of 28.80m2. We also take in count a sidewalk for access communicating the sani-

tary area, giving it another semi-covered surface of 10.80m2. 
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Considering that the climate is subtropical with dry season: cool winters (below 10°C in some hours) and hot and 

humid summers (temperatures above 40°C), we think in design capable of “opening” and “closing” itself accord-

ing to climate. The vertical enclosure system is made of sliding panels (made out of Tectan plaques, insulation of 

expanded polystyrene and the structure of bamboo canes) this allows the complete closing of the house in the 

winter to maintain the heat, and complete opening in the summer, favouring the natural breeze. The only panels 

that do not have any possibility of moving are the ones in the sanitary core. 

The roof is thought as a double climatic roof: the top layer, 

made of zinc sheets, has a pronounced incline for evacuation 

of the heavy rains’ water, (which are collected in the cistern 

tank) it also has big cantilevers to protect the panels from 

the sun and the rain; the bottom layer is made with plaques 

of expanded polystyrene and bamboo canes. The both roofs are separated, allowing the air circulation.  

 

 

Environmental behavior 

CMS 
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Budget. (In Argentinian Pesos) 

1- Structure:  

Concrete bases: (60 units)     $3000.- 

Bamboo cane portico (5 units):     $0.- 

Stair rod (1m) + screw - washer (5 u)    $250.- 

2- Flooring: 

Pallets        $0.- 

Tectan Panels  -1.20m x 2.44m- (18 u)    $2700.- 

Plastic carpet (43.20 m2)     $4320.- 

3- Vertical enclosure panels: 

100% movable panels (7 u)     $3080.- 

50% movable panels (9 u)     $3105.- 

100% unmovable panels (10 u)    $4400.- 

Rails (32 ml)       $2240.- 

4- Ceiling and roof: 

Tectan Panels (36 u)      $5400.- 

Expanded polystyrene insulation (43.20 m2)   $864.- 

Zinc sheets cal 18 (52 m2)     $5460.- 

Screws  (288 u)      $210.- 

5- Sanitary connection: 

Toilet (1 u)       $611.- 

Sink (1 u)       $320.- 

Bathtub  0.70m x 0.70m (1 u)     $350.- 

Full bathroom taps      $1000.- 

Water Tank (2 u)      $660.- 

Kitchen counter with sink (1 u)    $800.- 

Kitchen taps        $250.- 

Water pipes (10 ml)      $50.-  

6- Electric connection: 

Main board and sockets     $170.- 

TOTAL:        $39.240.- (U$S 6.228.-) 


